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WEBASTO STAND DUO
SUPPORT FOR ELECTRIC

CAR CHARGING 
        

   

Product price:  

560,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

WEBASTO STAND DUO SUPPORT FOR ELECTRIC CAR CHARGING 

WEBASTO STAND DUO is a support column for the installation of two charging station for
electric cars, complete with everything needed for a quick and practical installation.

The support column for electric car charging stations is corrosion resistant, safe and easy to
install. WEBASTO Stand duo is designed for mounting a single electric car charging station, it is
robust and ensures maximum stability of the charging station and gives a modern look to the
parking lot.

More and more people are switching from fuel to the electric alternative relying on Webasto,
which fully supports the mobility of tomorrow by enabling the creation of a sustainable urban living
space.

Technical features WEBASTO Stand duo for Pure and Live charging stations: 

Length: 190 mm
Width: 300 mm
Height: 1505 mm
Weight: 19 Kg
Corrosion protection: IEC 60068-2-52 severity 2
Material: Steel
Color: Stand: RAL 9007 / Cover: Black RAL 9017
Product type: Stand for electric car charging station

The WEBASTO Stand Duo for Pure and Live charging stations: 

WEBASTO STAND DUO impresses with multiple advantages:
- Corrosion resistant due to additional electrophoretic coating and powder coating of steel stand
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- Safe operation via ground connection
- Easy installation due to separate cover
- Can be installed on a concrete base
- Included in delivery: stand, screw kit, cover, operating instructions

If you are looking for a charging station for electric cars? Here you can find the area dedicated to
WEBASTO electric car charging station or other brands specializing in the field

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.

WEBASTO is a support column for the installation of electric car . WEBASTO is a for the
installation of charging station. kuasu yubcu yasbu syxausu xvka yyxva uvysxy vakskv xuvak
yxvavy xvay sxya ytvxy avsxy avxta yvsxk yvask yvxsa

  

Product features:  

Material: Steel
Length (mm): 190
Width (mm): 300
Height (mm): 1505
Product type: Column per charging station
Colour: Column: RAL 9007 / Cover: Black RAL 9017
Weight (Kg): 19
Variant: Stand Solo (To mount one charging station) / Stand Duo (To mount two charging
stations)
Corrosion protection: IEC 60068-2-52 severity 2
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